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Department of English, 
Wheaton College, 

:Horton, Mass. 

Last June brought to an end my first year of teaching. 

I found it hard, in some respects> because I came unused to 

working with people in crowds; I lacked the "habit of 

authority" that is innate in the experienced teacher, and 

have had to discover for myself methods of classroom manag emen t , 

But1I have taken deep delight in the work; I have been glad 

of the opportunity to say to others what I ~~d long been 

thinking, in the field of my subject, and I have cmme to 

feel a fondness for each girl and her potentialities~ 

My purpose has been to teach the use of English as 

a tooli in the hope of im~roving the writing of every student, 

whether or not she is to make artistic use of it. It seems 
) 

to me that harm is done by teachers who would fire all students 

with the desire to be writers, when there is no real foundation 

for the hope in moat of them of living for and by that special 

art. I have particularly wanted students whose major interest 

lay in other fields to see the value of good English in 

relation to their other subject, and I have had poor students 

do their best work for me when they were permitted to write 

on t.hoe ejsub jec t.e -- ae, for example, zoology or economics -- 

in which they excelleda 

One thing I feel sorry for -- that the number of 

students makes it impossible for me to give each one the 

individual attention that she needs. If I taught as I wished, 
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I would work with ea ch girl as with an apprentice at a craft, 

sitting down with her over one paper after another, seeking by 

, full analysis and appreciative criticism to help her to bring 

her ideas to their be~t expression. Probably it is my b~ck 

ground of editorial experience that makes this seem to me the 

best way to teach writing. I have therefore not been happy 

under the necessity of n:aking, often, only cure ory comments. 

In the classroom I try to stimulate interest by revealing 

to the students my own liking for the subject, speaking often 

of my own reading, observation, and mental interests; by 

varying the procedure, with lectures, discussions, the reading 

of thSmes, a.nd student reports. Assignments are given in 

current literature, as well as in standard works, and wide and 

catholic outside ~eading is encouraged. I try to correlate the 

subject with others; drawing parallels between the arts. 

We used the Century Collegiate Handbook, by Greever and 

Jones, a textbook of grammar and rhetoric, but are substituting 

this year, Sentences and Thinking, (Houghton, Mifflin Co.) 

which is much the same type of book, but one more logically 

arranged. It takes first the sentence as the basis of faults 

in style, and from a treatment of correct writing passes to 

effective writing~ Freshman REdings, by R.S. Loomis, prose 

selections for study, while it contained much that was good, 

had many selections that seemed too ephemeral to be worthy of 

careful study, and some which presupposed a literary background 

that our students did not have. We are, therefore, this year 
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trying C allege Readings in English Prose , by Scott and Zeitlin~ 

(Macmillan Co.) A brief manual of good usage, issued by 

Wellesley College, is also to be in the ha nd s of the students. 

The report made by the head of the English composition 

group probably dealt fully with the matter of the examinations 

and the equipment of the library. 

I surely have seen improvement among the students; some 

seem to me to rave done beautiful work. I was delighted with 

the last set of long papers,the culmination of the second 

semester's work. No less than fifteen showed care and taste, 

imagination, a feeling for their product as a thing they had 

therrselves shaped~ Almost none have regressed; there should be 

none in a course where any learning at all means an advance in 

a technique that can not be 1 o st once it is gained . 

I have not exposed any self-criticism here.' I have 

learned much from the year, and have been thinking over the 

mass of experience it brought me -- including mistakes and 

discoveries. I a ppr each the new one eagerly. 

Respectfully submitted, 

c_ lc..,J-;r,;- r. w~I~ 

September 22, 1927 
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During the past year I have published only a few brief 

pieces of writing. An article appeared in the Congregationalist 

- I have no record of the date - entitled, "The Citizen and 

the Church. 11 Two narrative sketches, "Weather," and "Forever," 

were published in the World Tomorrow, April, 192?. One or 

two children's stories, and an essay for younger girls have 

appeared in religious and juvenile magazines. 
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